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On The maximal dilatation of quasiconformal extensions

The following theorem appears on page 100 of the book Quasi,konforme
Abbi,ld,ungen by O. Lehto and K. I. Virtanen, Springer-Verlag (see also [a]).

Theorem. Let f be a K-quasiconformul mappi,ng of a plane d,omaim D,
anil let X be a compact set in D . Then there eri,sts a quas'iconform'al mapp'ing

f of the ent'ire_Ttlane whi,ch is equal to f i,n F. Furthermore the maui,mal

d,ila,tati,on of f depend,s only on K, D, &nd, ? .

The proof given is indirect and no information on the maximal dilata-
tion of / is available. In this note we provide a constructive proof along
with some crude estimates which show directly the independence of the
maximal dilatation.

The proof of the above theorem (see [a]) reduces to the following
Theorem 1. Set Ar: {l I l"l < Rr}, i : 1,2, anil 11": {L{e

< lzl < Ar-e). Suppose f i,s a sense preseruing homeomorphi,sm of the
,i,nner anil, outer contours of A, onto the inner and, outer contours of A, re-

specti,ael,y whi,ch for sorne e ) 0 can be ertend,ed to a K-quasiconformal
mappi,ng of Ar. - A" into Ar. Then f can be extend,ed, to a quasiconformal

magryting i of A, onto Ar.
This theorem has also found recent application in [5]. The proof given

there is also indirect, however a corrstruction of / is outlined, and together
with certain estimates for quasisymmetric functions developed by the
author [3], we will obtain an upper estimate of the maximal dilatation of

/ which depends only on K, Rr,.B, and e. Since we are only interested
in showing that such an estimate exists, we will make no attempt to collect
our various estimates into one grand formula.

We begin by representing the universal covering surface of Ar, i : I, 2,

by the upper half plane {y > 0}, z : rliy. Then a& for some ai } I
is the generator of the cyclic group of cover transformations. Now f can
be lifted to a sense preserving homeomorphism /* of each interval {, < 0},

{, > 0} on the real axis onto itself (each interval lies over one pair of
corresponding contours of At and, Ar) so that /*(f 1) : -f l and
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(1) f*(ai*) - al f*@) ,

for each integer n. If we define "f*(0):0,/* is then a homeomorphism
of the entire real line onto itself. Our procedure is as follows. First we show

/* is locally quasisymmetric on the right and left hatf r-axis, then quasi-
symmetric there, finally /c-quasisymmetric on the entire axis, /c depending
only on K, Ri and. e . Then we use the Beurling-Ahlfors mapping [1]
to obtain a /cz-quasiconformal extension I of f* which maps {y > O}

onto itself. Noting from its explicit formula that j ako satisfies (l) with
r replaced by 

" , 
we ca,n project / to ttt" desired mapping / of ,4, onto

42.
From the symmetry of the problem, we need, for the moment, only

consider /* for r > O. The hypotheses of the theorem imply that f*
can be extended to a rK-quasiconformal mapping g of a sector O I arg z
( a onto a domain in the upper half plane bordering the positive real
axis. Here a 4n depends only on ä, and € . By reflection in the real
&xes, we can assume g maps the sector G: -ot. 

( arg z 1a onto a domain
G' symmetric in the real axis and containing the positive real axis in its
interior.

x'ix r)0.In the image plane let \<-r:d,(f*(r),0G,), where d,

denotes euclidean d.istance and 0 means boundary. Let C' and Cr'
denote the circles lz - f*(r)l : r and r, respectively, and let C and
C, b" the corresponding inverse images und.er g. Choose q on Q such
that l*-ql:d'(r,Cr). Then lr-ql 1d,(r,0G) and by Theoremll
of [2]

lr-ol
;r@Jö t @*t(r'lr) 

'

where @*(t),0 < r<1, is a certain strictly increasing continuous func-
tion with @"(0*) :0,@x(l-): *m. If we ]et r7-->r, then lr - ql
-->d,(*, C) and we get

0 1a, < itl2
nlz 1a 1n

It now follows from Mori's

(2) y - { 
oE'.Q) (sin e) if

I @.'(r ) if
Lemma [6, page

f*(*+t) - f*(*)
f*(n) - f\n1)

601 that

(3)

for 0 < t I yr, which proves f* is locally quasisymmetric.
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for all 0 < , < * . By multiplying numerator and denominator by an
appropriate power of a, and using (1) we can assume | 1* <ar. If
tly*,take lc:{K.Otherwise yrlt (r and

f*(2or) - I

f*(*) - f*(r-yn)
a,T I

f*(*) - f*(r - v) '

{ ai' . Similarly

- f*(*)f*(*+r) - f*(*) f*(**yr) - f*(*) f*(**y)
f*(*) - f*(r-t) f*(ar) - /*(0) a2

fn order to obtain a lower bound for f*(rly) -/*(r) independent of
.f*, as r varies from I lo a1 , we let y, 1yl2 be the largest number such

that (ar-\lyt:tu, n)2 an integer, and then partition the interval

segment having length lt. Then if n,-r 11 1r", f*(r*y) - f*(*)
> f*(r*2yr,) - f*(") >,f*(q+,) - f*(*") ' By multiplying and dividing
by f*(r) - 7*1q), i : 0,..', 8, and using (3) we get

(6) f*(**y) - f*(*) 2 e-",x [/*(zr) - /*("0)] 2 e-"'* ["f*(zr) - 1] .

To obtain a lower estimate on /*(rr) - I , we use an obvious iteration
on (3). The result is

(4)

(5)

(7)

(8)

a'z I
1+ e-K + + e@-l)zr( '

which together with (6), (5) and (4) prove that /* is k-quasisymmetric
on {r > 0}, and therefore by symmetry on {" < 0}, where k depends

only on R1, Rz, K and e .

X'inally suppose r :0 and f > 0 is arbitrary. As before, by multi-
plying numerator and denominator by an appropriate power of ar, we

can assume I <, < a, and hence we obtain the simple estimate

By Theorem 3 of [3] it follows that /* is ar(lfkfkz)-quasisymmetrie
on the entire line, which coneludeg the proof,
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As an application of this theorem, suppose w(z) is a /(-quasiconformal
mapping of the unit disc D onto itself. n'ix 0 ( e < I arbitrarily.
We wish to find a ffo-quasiconformal mapping ; of the entire plane
which agrees with w on Dn:lzl < Q,a,ndis,say,theidentityfor lzl ) l,
where J(o depends only on K and g. Except for the contingency re-
garding .lIo , the existence of such a mapping is guaranteed by the theorem
quoted in the introduction. Denote by A' the image under w of, tine
annulus Ar: p I lzl < L. Mup ,4' conformally by ( onto an annulus
AziQ'< lzl < 1. Define the homeomorphism / of the inner and outer
contours of A, onto the corresponding contours of A, by f : C o w for
lzl : p and /: I o identity for lzl : L. Then clearly J can be extended
to a /(-quasiconformal mapping of Ar-A" into Az where A, is a
certain annulus Qfe(lzl<L-t, € depending only on K and A.
It follows from Theorem 1 that f can be extended. to a Ko-quasiconformal
mapping I of A, onLo Ar. Hence the desired /fo-quasiconformal mapping
tz is givenby w for lzl<e,(-1o§ for g <1zl< 1 andtheidentity
for lrl >r.

As a second application of the method of proof of Theorem l, we prove
the following

Theorem 2. Suppose f i,s a sense preserai,ng self homeomorphism of
lzl : I which for sonl,e e ) 0 can be ertend,ed, to a K-quas,iconformal map-
pi,ng of I-e ( lzl < I i,nto the uni,t d,i,sc. Then f can be ertended, to a
quas,i,conformat, self mapQting j of the uni,t d,isc with the origin maltpi,ng to
i,tself. Iurthermore the marimal dilatation of f d,epend,s only on K and, e .

This time we represent the universal covering surface of the punctured
unit disc, 0<lzl <1, by the upper half plane tA>O\, z:r],iy,
in such a way Lhat zll is the generator of the cr-clic group of cover trans-
formations. Then / can be lifted to & sense preserving self homeomorphism

"f* of the entire real axis such that /*(0) : 0 and

for each integer n . We need only show /* is fr-quasisvmmetric, k de-
pending on K and e , for then if ?@, y) is the Beurling-Ahlfors lcz-

quasiconformal extension of "f* to the upper half plane, we see from the
explicit formula for 1 that

j@+",y) - f(*,il1n.
Hence f can be projected to give a ftz-quasiconformal self mapping of the
punctured unit disc. since the origin is a removable singularity, this map-
ping is the desired f .

The hypotheses of the theorem imply that f* can be extend.ed. to a

(e)
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ff-quasiconformal mapping of a horizontal strip 0 1A ( a onto a domain
in the upper half plane bordering the entire real axis. Here a depends only
on e . Using Gehring's distortion theorem and Mori's lemma exactly as

before, we conclude that (3) holds for all z and 0 <t <y:@E'!)a,
i."., f* is locally quasisymmetric.

To show /* is globally quasisymmetric, suppose r and t > O &re

given. Because of (9) we c&n assume 0 1r { I . n'irst consider the case

t>2. Then for some integer nt2, nltlnll . Hence nlrlt
1nl2 and -n-l {r-t {L-n. Consequently

f*(*+t) - f*(") n+2
n-r

(m*l)yr. An iteration

f*(*) - f*(*-t)

we are done). Choose Tr
Then for some integer ffi ,

of the identity

. Srppose next thatLll4

f*(**mt) - f*(*)
f*(*) - f*(r:--t)

f*(*+f) - f*(r)l
f*hJ J-h'- t)l/* (r,)

together rn.ith (3), rnhich is vn,liecl for t { Tr S. y, vields

f*(*+/) -- /*(.r) .- f*(.,'* (m{ I )},r) -- ,f*(,,,) ,, ,

i*(r,) -'f*(,r-r,,) 
s" ,/*(.,) -,f*(.,- i,l <ft + {]2 -F

where p - enK. Hence

- f *(r- l)

+ F"'" ,

f*(**yt) - f*(*) f*(r+f) - f*('r)
f*(") - f*(*-y,) /*(r:) - f*(,t'-?,r)

The same inequalities are valid f<rr [/*(.u)-f*(*-t)]lLf*("+yr)-f*@)7
Taking ratios we finally get

I

and the proof is cornplete.
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